Made in the
French Alps

A TASTE FOR CONVIVIALITY

ORIGINE
GRIDDLE

finoptim.eu

A TASTE FOR CONVIVIALITY

O-800

ORIGINE

O-1000

Its wood-fired operation makes it particularly easy
to use. Thanks to the even combustion, no smoke will
disturb the cooks.

98 cm

63 cm

64 cm

Lovers of healthy and convivial cooking will be
delighted by the infinite number of possible recipes
where the only limit is your imagination.

100 cm

The Origine griddle will take your summer cooking to
a whole new level...

91 cm

81,5 cm

69 kg

98 kg

Origine Black

O-1000

O-800

Stainless steel plate

#planchaorigine

Origine Corten

Stainless steel plate

32 cm

82 cm
25 cm

Guests can gather around the Origine to share unique
flavors where everyone can bring their own personal
touch, from the starred chef to the amateur cook.

97 cm

Three cooking areas for three distinct worlds without
mixing food.

AVANTAGES

User-friendly
3 cooking areas

Healthy food
Reduces fats

Wood-fired loading
Side sheaths to reduce
danger and burns

Easy to use
Delivered in 3 parts
Easy to assemble

Elegant Design
Clean, innovative,
practical and
patented

Anti-corrosion coating
Stainless steel or Corten
steel resistance

Optimal cooking
The Origine griddle is designed for healthy cooking :
the food never comes into contact with the fire and the
addition of fat is limited. The griddle can reach over
250°C for even cooking.

Side loading
The Origine is easy to load thanks to its three wood
sheaths located at the ends of the griddle. Removable
covers ensure safe handling.

COMPOSITION
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COMBUSTION
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10 MM STAINLESS
STEEL GRIDDLE
1

LOADING

4 SHEATS
5

COVER FOR CLOSING
THE OVEN

6 REMOVABLE ASHTRAY
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6

Your griddle in augmented reality
on your terrace or garden

Scan the QR code below

O-800

ACCESSORIES
GENUINE SUEDE LEATHER GLOVES

LEATHER APRON

O-1000

WATERPROOD SLEEVE

COOKING GRID

LID

FOOD STOPPER

SIDEBOARD
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CHEF’S SET

@finoptim

SPATULAS SET

